Dear friends,

On September 29–30, 2016, Scientific and Practical Conference with international participation «CONGENITAL AND ACQUIRED DISORDERS OF THE UPPER LIMBS IN CHILDREN (diagnosis, treatment, rehabilitation)» will be held in St. Petersburg.

ORGANIZERS:

- Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation;
- The Turner Scientific Research Institute for Children’s Orthopedics, St. Petersburg, Russia.

Supported by:

- Government of St. Petersburg;
- Association of orthopedic and trauma surgeons of Russia.

IMPORTANT DATES:

Call for papers and publication
until June 4, 2016.

Pre-registration of participants online
until September 27, 2016.

Registration on site
Scientific meeting

VENUE:

Saint-Petersburg, Bolshoi Prospect, PS, 37, hotel «Vvedensky» (Metro stations — Petrogradskaya, Chkalovskaya).

CHAIRMAN OF THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE:

Baindurashvili A. G., corresponding member of the Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg.

COMMITTEE MEMBERS:

- Agranovich O. E., MD, PhD, St. Petersburg
- Vissarionov S. V., MD, PhD, St. Petersburg
- Golyana S. I., MD, PhD, St. Petersburg
- Gubin A. V., MD, PhD, Kurgan
- Zaletina A. V., MD, PhD, St. Petersburg
- Karyakin N. N., MD, PhD, Nizhniy Novgorod
- Kenis V. M., MD, PhD, St. Petersburg
- Kolabutin V. M., St. Petersburg
- Norkin I. A., MD, prof., Saratov
- Ovechkina A. V., MD, PhD, St. Petersburg
- Ochkurenko A. A., prof., Moscow
- Solovyova K. S., MD, PhD, St. Petersburg
- Shvedovchenko I. V., prof., St. Petersburg

PRELIMINARY TOPICS OF THE CONFERENCE:

- Medical care for children with injuries and sequelae of injuries of bones, muscles and joints of upper extremities.
- Reconstructive treatment and rehabilitation of children with congenital malformations of upper limbs and hands.
- Organization of orthopedic and prosthetic care for children with limited abilities caused by injuries, diseases and congenital malformations of the musculoskeletal system of the upper extremities.
- New technologies in diagnosis, treatment and rehabilitation of children with injuries, diseases and congenital malformations of the musculoskeletal system.
TYPES OF PARTICIPATION IN THE CONFERENCE:

- The publication of abstracts
- Participation with a report
- Listener

Publication of abstracts:

Abstracts should be submitted only in electronic form in the text editor Word (Word version 97 or higher). Number of abstracts from one author is not more than three.

Volume of abstract: no more than 2 pages of abstract text are accepted, line spacing 1.5 lines, Times-Roman font, 12 pt size.

The order of registration of abstracts: the name of the abstract; names and initials of authors; full names of organizations, the city, the sender’s contact details (name, phone, e-mail address.), text of the abstract.

Abstract submission until June 4, 2016.

Abstracts should be sent by e-mail: conference@scaf-spb.ru with attached file (Word document) with the title “Publication of abstracts for the conference on disorders of the upper limbs”

Oral presentation:

- Plenary presentation — 20 minutes.
- Section report — 10 minutes.

Requests for oral presentations are taken together with the abstracts until June 4, 2016.

Conference Program Committee will consider your request and will send you a notification on including your report in the program till the August 10, 2016.

The organizing committee reserves the right to limit the number of oral presentations and offer only publication in the book of abstracts.

TERMS OF PARTICIPATION:

To take part in the conference, you must undergo a mandatory registration on the site: www.scaf-spb.ru or to send the completed registration card by e-mail: conference@scaf-spb.ru.

Registered participants are those who have passed the online registration or send the completed registration card in the period until 27 September 2016, and have received the confirmation of registration.

When you register after 27 September, the organizing committee of the conference does not guarantee the provision of all the items that are included in the participant’s package.

Conference Participant Package includes:

- attending conference scientific sessions
- participant bag (bag, notepad, pen, badge)
- collection of abstracts
- program
- certificate
- coffee break on 29–30 September

Participation in the conference is free of charge.

BOOKING AND ACCOMMODATION:

The official hotel of the conference is «Vvedensky Hotel» (St. Petersburg, Bolshoy pr., PS, 37, the underground stations Petrogradskaya, Chkalovskaya). The hotel is a conference venue.

For more information about categories of rooms, location and costs you can find on our website: www.scaf-spb.ru after January 12, 2016.

CONTACTS:

The Technical Committee of the Conference:
LLC «Seminars, Conferences and Forums»
195213, St. Petersburg, post office box 9
Phone: + 7–812–943–36–62,
+ 7–812–339–89–70 (multichannel)
E-mail: conference@scaf-spb.ru
Website: www.scaf-spb.ru

Organizing Committee:
Federal State Budgetary Institution (FSBI)
The Turner Scientific Research Institute for Children’s Orthopedics under the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation
196603, St. Petersburg, Pushkin, Parkovaya Str., 64–68.
Phone: (812)-465–36–84
E-mail: omoturner@mail.ru
Website: www.rosturner.ru